Benefits of Specialized Healthcare Couriers
Courier needs differ and sometimes some items need specialized couriers since the shipment
may need extra care and handling. One such sector that could benefit from specialized courier
services is the healthcare and pharmaceutical industry. This is because the consignment being
shipped may be of great value and also potentially hazardous if not handled properly.
Below are some of the benefits of using specialized healthcare couriers as opposed to random
courier services:
1. Professional Handling: Healthcare couriers know only too well how sensitive the
machinery and equipment they are handling is. Safety standards are put in place to
ensure that the consignment is stored correctly to ensure that it arrives functioning as it
should.
2. Shipment Monitoring and Processing: The shipment is processed individually and
monitored closely to ensure that it is handled in the right manner when going through
inspections. Shipments that need extra monitoring such as clinical trials are closely
supervised and not let out of site since they are susceptible to theft. Specialized courier
services record the necessary documentation and constantly keep you informed during
the shipment process and upon delivery.
3. Management of Goods: Unlike random couriers who may not know how to properly
manage sensitive goods, healthcare couriers understand that some of the goods they
are transporting are potentially dangerous. These include controlled substances such as
drugs, flammable and toxic gasses, liquids and solids, infectious or radioactive
substances just to mention a few. The only way such potentially fatal substances can be
transported is with the help of specialized couriers.
4. Site Support: A key part of specialized courier is the fact that you get site support with
information such as delivery time, pick up information, temperature controls amongst
other crucial data constantly updated.
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5. Proper Packaging: Healthcare couriers understand the ideal containers used to
transport these very sensitive goods. The packaging is important because different
substances have different requirements. There are items which may need to stay in place
all the way since movement can have fatal consequences. The specialized courier
service sees to it that proper padding is put in place with air tight containers amongst
other factors considered. Temperature control is also enforced with the provision of
refrigeration, chilled packaging, dry ice replenishment and supply.
Specialized healthcare couriers have the equipment, knowledge and expertise to handle
and deliver goods appropriately. Contact Onsite Management Group to help you with
your specialized Healthcare courier needs.
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